
Index

Acceptance of offer (Art. 18), 97, 311
acceptance with modifications (Art. 19), 316

battle of forms, 318
commercial letters of confirmation, 319
“mirror image” rule, 316
modified acceptance, 316

effect of acceptance (Art. 23), 329
late acceptance (Art. 21), 111, 324

duty to inform offeree, 115, 327
late acceptance because of transmission

delays, 114, 327
offeror notice giving effect to late

acceptance, 112, 325
mode of acceptance, 98

acceptance without notification, 313
communication of acceptance, 102
express acceptance, 98
tacit acceptance, 98

moment when acceptance becomes
effective, 103

when communication “reaches” addressee
(Art. 24), 119

offeror’s time limit for acceptance (Art. 20),
106, 321

effect of holidays and non-business days,
110, 323

commencement of period, 321
instantaneous means of communication,

108, 322
non-instantaneous means of

communication, 108, 322
time of acceptance, 105

fixed time for acceptance, 105
no time fixed for acceptance, 105
oral offers, 106, 312

withdrawal of acceptance (Art. 22), 116
Anticipatory breach (Arts. 71 and 72), 207, 461

anticipatory breach during a Nachfrist
period, 408, 451

termination for anticipatory breach during a
Nachfrist period, 410

Avoidance of contract, 401, 440
buyer’s right to avoidance, 397, 440

based on fundamental breach, 398, 402,
442

no-fault approach, 399, 445
no “perfect tender” rule, 400

buyer’s right to avoidance based on
non-compliance with a Nachfrist
notice (Arts. 47 and 49(1)(b)), 179,
378, 405, 442

meaning and purpose of a Nachfrist
notice, 379, 437

limited to non-delivery, 181
delivery of an aliud, 182
requirements for an effective Nachfrist

notice, 183
effects of a Nachfrist notice, 186
seller’s non-compliance with the Nachfrist

notice, 187
time limitations on buyer’s right to declare

avoidance, 187
late delivery, 187
other types of breach, 188

effects of avoidance (Art. 81), 252, 509
general effects, 253, 510
restitution of goods and risk of loss (Art.

82), 257, 497, 514
seller’s right to declare avoidance based on

non-compliance with a Nachrist
(Arts. 63 and 64), 198, 436, 446

purpose of a Nachfrist, 437, 379
limited to non-payment or not taking

delivery, 200, 448
requirements for an effective Nachfrist

notice, 201, 438, 450
effects of a Nachfrist notice, 203
buyer’s non-compliance with the

Nachfrist notice, 204, 447
time limitations on seller’s right to declare

avoidance, 205, 452

Battle of forms, 318, see Acceptance of offer
Breach of contract, 368, see Fundamental

Breach

Communications
communications during contract formation

(Art. 24), 119
delay or error in communications (Art. 27),

139
form of notice, 139
general rule, 140

Conformity of the goods (Art. 35), 166
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Conformity of the goods (cont.)
quantity, quality and description required by

the contract (Art. 35(1)), 168
fit for the purposes for which goods of the

same description would ordinarily be
used (Art. 35(2)(a)), 168

average quality or merchantable quantity,
168

reasonable quality, 170
specifications supplied by seller (Art. 65),

456
Cure of non-conformity

communication and notices, 395
cure after date for delivery (Art. 48), 189,

381
cure for fundamental breaches, 387
cure for non-fundamental breaches, 385
early delivery and the seller’s right to cure

lack of conformity (Art. 37), 174
unreasonable inconvenience or

unreasonable expense of buyer, 176,
393

giving notice, 177
slightly imperfect cure, 177

expenses and associated risks
jurisprudential nature of the right to cure,

383
pre-emptive cure, 392
retaining the right to damages, 394

Damages (Arts. 74 –77), 211, 465
burden of proof, 217
currency of damages, 471
duty to mitigate damages (Art. 77), 216
exclusion of civil liability for personal injury

or death (Art. 5), 212, 474
exemption from liability for damages (Art.

79), 236, 374, 499
defence of impossibility or force majeure,

238
economic hardship, 242, 500
legal effect of exemption, 501
other remedies still available to aggrieved

party, 240
failure of performance caused by the other

party (Art. 80), 246, 470
limitation of remedies, 505

foreseeability of loss, 214, 469
future damages, 215
incidental losses, 472
loss of profit, 472
measurement of damages when contract

avoided
substitute transaction made (Art. 75), 219,

476, 478
reasonableness, 220, 478
concrete method for measuring

damages, 222

no replacement transaction (Art. 76), 223,
480, 483

current price, 225, 482
relevant place, 484
relevant timing, 225, 485

penalty clauses, 216, 475
principle of contemplation, 213
principle of full compensation, 213,

468
principle of reasonableness, 473
proof of non-pecuniary loss, 470, 472

Delivery
delivery of substitute goods, 376
early delivery (Art. 52(1)), 360

consequences of early delivery, 363
time for delivery (Art. 33), 360

ascertaining the time for delivery, 361

Formal requirements (Art. 11), 62, 286
admissibility of oral evidence, 63, 287
lack of formalities for contract formation,

286
Formation of contract: see Offer, Acceptance

outside the offer-acceptance regime, 334
Freedom of contract (Art. 6), 39, 261

manner in which party autonomy might be
exercised, 40

national mandatory rules, 265
party autonomy limitations, 44
restrictions to the parties’ freedom, 263
scope of party autonomy, 43

Fundamental breach (Art. 25), 124, 335,
376

elements constituting fundamental breach,
125

detriment, 125, 336
foreseeability, 126, 338
substantial deprivation, 126, 336

Gap-filling in the Convention (Art. 7(2)), 22
gap-filling by analogy, 26
gap-filling by recourse to the rules of private

international law, 35, 37
gap-filling methodology, 24
general principles and the CISG, 27, 36
general principles in CISG’s provisions, 27

reasonableness, 29, 36
general principles of comparative law

as aids in the interpretation of the CISG,
30, 32, 35, 38

Principles of European Contract Law, 31,
38

UNIDROIT Principles, 31, 38
Gaps in the law, 9

gaps intra legem, 9, 24
gaps praeter legem, 9, 24, 37

Good faith (Art. 7), 45, 268
examples of good faith in the CISG, 46, 270
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the observance of good faith in international
trade, 13

the role of good faith in the CISG, 46, 269

Instalment contracts, 415
Interest (Art. 78), 231, 490

nature of interest, 493
principle of full compensation, 232
rate of interest, 232
right to claim interest, 231, 490

Interpretation of the Convention (Art. 7(1)),
10, 23, 28

the international character of the
Convention, 10, 38

the observance of good faith in international
trade, 13

good faith as a mere instrument of
interpretation, 13

good faith in the relations between the
parties, 14

uniformity of the Convention’s application,
12, 25, 38

issues of interpretation in the CISG, 7
jurisprudence of international trade, 8
problems of interpretation of uniform law, 6
remedies against divergent interpretations,

14
doctrine, 17
jurisprudence, 15
language of the Convention, 20
legislative history, 18

uniformity of interpretation, 9, 23
Interpretation of the contract (Art. 8), 48, 272

interpretation of statements or other
conduct of a party, 48, 273

subjective standard (Art. 8(1)), 275
objective standard (Art. 8(2)), 275
auxiliary criteria of interpretation, 275
missing specifications supplied by seller

(Art. 65), 456

Mitigation (Art. 77), 226, 486
burden of proof, 230
duty to mitigate losses, 228, 487
good faith principle, 488
principle of reasonableness, 228, 487
reimbursement of expenses, 230

Modification or termination of contract (Art.
29), 163, 342

freedom from formalities, 163
party autonomy, 342

Notice requirements (Arts. 26 and 39), 133
form of notice, 135
non-conformities require specific and timely

notice, 134
specificity, 138
timeliness, 136

Offer (Art. 14), 76
communication to the offeree, 82, 300
criteria for an offer, 76, 295
offer sufficiently definite, 77, 296
open-price contract (Art. 55), 192, 297,

419
intention to be bound in case of acceptance,

81, 295
invitation to make offers, 84, 300
when communication “reaches” addressee

(Art. 24), 119
Open-price contracts (Art. 55), 192, 297, 419

determination of price, 423

Payment of the price (Art. 58)
buyer’s right to examine the goods in

advance (Art. 58(3)), 434
contracts involving carriage of goods (Art.

58(2), 433
exchange of goods for price (Art. 58(1), 430
place for payment, 348
time for payment unspecified (Art. 58), 365,

430
Performance, see Place of Performance,

Specific Performance
Place of business (Art. 10), 59, 282

definition of “place of business”, 60, 283
habitual residence, 62, 285
several places of business, 61, 284

Place of performance (Arts. 31 and 57), 346
place determinable from contract, usage or

practice, 348
Preservation of the goods (Arts. 85–88), 518

buyer’s duty to preserve the goods (Art. 86),
520

seller’s duty to preserve the goods (Art. 85),
519

sale of the goods (Art. 88), 522
storing of goods in warehouse (Art. 87), 521

Reduction of price (Art. 50), 411
method of calculation, 414
requirement of notice, 412

Rejection of offer followed by acceptance (Art.
17), 92, 307

conflicting declarations, 308
counter-offer as rejection, 96
explicit rejection, 94,
implicit rejection, 95, 309

rejection by conduct, 95, 309
rejection by implied terms, 95, 309

irrevocability versus rejection, 96
notice of rejection, 93
silence as acceptance or rejection, 96

Remedies
for breach of contract, 366

Repair (Art. 46(3))
remedy lack of conformity by repair, 377
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Revocation of offer (Art. 16), 84, 301
exceptions to the general rule, 88, 303
general rule of revocability, 86, 302
issues of revocability, 85

Specific performance (Arts. 28, 46 and 62),
143, 339

buyer’s right to require specific performance
(Art. 46), 150, 372

restrictions to the buyer’s right, 151
seller’s right to require specific performance

(Art. 62), 152, 341
restrictions to the seller’s right, 154

restrictions under rules of forum (Art. 28),
144, 340

Uniform law, 1
benefits of uniform law, 4
historical development of law merchant, 2
problems of interpretation of uniform law, 6
uniform international trade law, 1
uniform law for the international sale of

goods, CISG, 4, 36

Usages and practices applicable to the contract
(Art. 9), 51, 277

distinction among usages, practices and
custom, 53

international custom, 54
missing contractual specifications supplied

by seller (Art. 65), 456
normative value of usages and practices, 52
newcomers to the market, 281
usages and practices agreed upon by the

parties, 279
usages and practices not explicitly agreed,

279

Writing (Art. 13), 64, 288
definition of “writing”, 65, 289
modern means of communication, 67,

292
electronic data interchange (EDI),

293
electronic mail (e-mail), 293
Internet and World Wide Web, 294
telefax, 292
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